NO. F. 1(7)-E.III(A)/74
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF FINANCE
(DEPARTMENT OF EXPENDITURE)

New Delhi, dated 5th Mar, 74.

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: Incentive for passing Hindi Examinations under the Hindi Teaching Scheme or for undergoing training in the Cash and Accounts matters - grant of personal pay - Counting for fixation of pay under CCS(RP) Rules, 1974.

The undersigned is directed to say that a question has been raised whether the employees who are in receipt of personal pay for passing Hindi Pragya, Hindi Typewriting, Hindi Short-hand examinations etc. under the 'Hindi Teaching Scheme' or on successful undergoing training in the Cash and Accounts matters will be entitled to draw the personal pay after fixation of their pay in the revised scales with effect from 1.1.73 under CCS(RP) Rules, 1973 and if so at what rate. It has been decided that while the personal pay should not be taken into account for purposes of fixation of initial pay in the revised scales, it should be continued to be paid even after fixation of pay in the revised scales with effect from 1.1.73 or subsequently at the rate and for the period for which the employees would have drawn it but for their fixation of pay in the revised scales.

(KIRPA SINGH)
DEPUTY SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

TO
ALL MINISTRIES/Departments etc.

Copy to:
Implementation Cell for information, Central Vigilance Commission, C & G. of India, President Sectt., Vice President's Secretariat, Prime Minister's Sectt., Cabinet Sectt., Office of the Military Secretary to the President, Planning Commission, Supreme Court, U.P.S.C., Election Commission, Lok Sabha Sectt., Rajya Secretariat All Expenditure Branches of Finance Ministry and All State Governments and Union Territories.